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	Before the invention of the Internet and the creation of the Web, the vast majority of human
	conversations were in spoken form, with the only notable, but extremely limited, exception being
	epistolary exchanges. Some important spoken conversations, such as criminal trials and political
	debates (e.g., Hansard, the transcripts of parliamentary debates), have been transcribed for centuries,
	but the rest of what humans have been saying to each other, throughout their history, to solve
	problems, make decisions and more generally to interact socially, has been lost.


	This situation has dramatically changed in the last two decades. At an accelerating pace,
	people are having conversations by writing in a growing number of social media, including emails,
	blogs, chats and texting on mobile phones. At the same time, the recent, rapid progress in speech
	recognition technology is enabling the development of computer systems that can automatically
	transcribe any spoken conversation.


	The net result of this ongoing revolution is that an ever-increasing portion of human conver-
	sations can be stored as text in computer memory and processed by applying Natural Language Pro-
	cessing (NLP) techniques (originally developed for written monologues - e.g., newspapers, books).
	This ability opens up a large space of extremely useful applications, in which critical information can
	be mined from conversations, and summaries of those conversations can be effectively generated.
	This is true for both organizations and individuals. For instance, managers can find the information
	exchanged in conversations within a company to be extremely valuable for decision auditing. If a
	decision turns out to be ill-advised, mining and summarizing the relevant conversations may help in
	determining responsibility and accountability*. Similarly, conversations that led to favorable decisions
	could be mined and summarized to identify effective communication patterns and sources within
	the company. On a more personal level, an informative summary of a conversation could play at
	least two critical roles. On the one hand, the summary could greatly support a new participant to
	get up to speed and join an already existing, possibly long, conversation (e.g., blog comments). On
	the other hand, a summary could help someone to quickly prepare for a follow-up discussion of
	a conversation she was already part of, but which occurred too long ago for her to remember the
	details. Furthermore, the ability to summarize conversations will also be crucial in our increasingly
	mobile world, as a long incoming message or an extensive ongoing conversations could be much
	more easily inspected on a small screen in a concise, summarized form.
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Clinical Neuroanatomy: A Neurobehavioral ApproachSpringer, 2007

	Clinical Neuroanatomy offers an extensive review of higher cortical – behavioral functions and their anatomical substrates. The book begins with a review of the basic internal and external morphology, major nerve and fiber tracts, behavioral correlates, and clinical syndromes associated with spinal cord, brain stem, and cerebellum,...
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ASP Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2002
Welcome to ASP Programming for the Absolute Beginner. By developing an
interest in Active Server Pages (ASP), you stand at the threshold of a very
exciting programming adventure. When first introduced, ASP offered the
promise of an easy, powerful method of breaking through the functional
shackles of the Common Gateway Interface...
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Gaussian Harmonic Analysis (Springer Monographs in Mathematics)Springer, 2019

	
		
			Authored by a ranking authority in Gaussian harmonic analysis, this book embodies a state-of-the-art entrée at the intersection of two important fields of research: harmonic analysis and  probability. The book is intended for a very diverse audience, from graduate students all the way to researchers working in a...
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Studio Photography: Essential Skills, Fourth Edition (Photography Essential Skills)Focal Press, 2008

	Now beautifully illustrated in full colour with brand new full colour student and author work, Studio Photography has been updated and improved to cover all the latest techniques. With the refreshed images and illustrations you will clearly be able to see how to use a wide range of photographic effects to their full advantage.
...
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Physics of TsunamisSpringer, 2015

	This second edition reflects significant progress in tsunami research, monitoring and mitigation within the last decade. Primarily meant to summarize the state-of-the-art knowledge on physics of tsunamis, it describes up-to-date models of tsunamis generated by a submarine earthquake, landslide, volcanic eruption, meteorite impact, and moving...
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Macintosh Terminal Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Unlock the secrets of the Terminal and discover how this powerful tool solves problems the Finder can’t handle. With this handy guide, you’ll learn commands for a variety of tasks, such as killing programs that refuse to quit, renaming a large batch of files in seconds, or running jobs in the background while you do other...
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